so you’ve gone social
now how do you maintain compliance?
How can you be sure your monitoring program is as effective and
efficient as it can be? Push notifications from social networks are
inconsistent. Manual monitoring is labor-intensive. Plus, users may
comment on a post from six months ago. One missed mention could
put your company at risk.
Now there’s an easier way for pharma to monitor what’s posted on
social channels. Introducing SocialQueue, a tool that gathers and alerts
you to activity data so you respond in real-time.
FEATURES

WHAT THAT MEANS FOR YOU

Monitoring queues

Analyze activity from multiple social channels within the same system

Regular updates

Receive more accurate alerts around new activity on your page

Related content threads

See relationships between activities to better understand the overall conversation

Activity recording

Collect records for each activity, simplifying the auditing and reporting processes

Custom settings

Create your own settings for how activity data should be catalogued
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WELCOME TO SOCIALQUEUE
NAME

MODULE NAME

WEB PROPERTY NAME

ITEMS REQUIRING ATTENTION

Twitter feed

Social media monitor

@FarmaFaux

4

Facebook activity

Social media monitor

Farma Faux

1

Twitter feed

Social media monitor

@AsthmaBreatheRight

1

Facebook activity

Social media monitor

Farma Faux Breathe Right

2

Facebook activity

Social media monitor

Asthma Attack Awareness

3

Blog activity

Social media monitor

HelpingYouBreatheRight.com

1

SocialQueue dashboard example

be alerted when
activity occurs.
be ready to respond
or report it.

Whenever activity occurs on your
page, you receive an alert so you
can respond in real-time and,
when necessary, report the content to maintain FDA compliance.

According to Facebook,
there are 1.65 billion
users on the platform
each month.

SocialQueue collects activity
With SocialQueue, you can engage
data across your social channels, your audience in a two-way
reducing the amount of time
dialogue without the risk.
needed to catalog commentary
and freeing you to focus on other
responsibilities.

contact
Kansas City

Chicago

New York

London

Want to learn more about SocialQueue?

7045 College Blvd.

205 N. Michigan Ave.

469 Seventh Ave.

6-8 Bonhill Street

Contact Wendy Blackburn at 913.956.4328

Suite 300

Suite 3100

10th floor

London

wendy.blackburn@intouchsol.com

Overland Park, KS 66211

Chicago, IL 60601

New York, NY 10018

EC2A 4BX

intouchsol.com

p 913.317.9700

p 312.540.6900

p 646.532.4848

p +44.20.32392129

http://socialbarrel.com/facebook-photo-library-now-250-billion-user-photos/53315/

